
LINEV Systems US, Inc. Recognized with 2023 
‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security Award in Recognition 
of its CLEARPASS C.I. Next Generation Security and 
Detection Technology Solutions for Contraband 
Interdiction 
Company will also be participating in the American Correctional Association Winter Conference  

Conroe, TX USA –  November 30, 2023 – LINEV Systems US, Inc. (“LINEV” or the 
“Company”), a leading technology provider of Artificial Intelligence (AI) based next generation 
imaging and detection solutions for protecting secure locations against prohibited contraband and 
other threats, is pleased to announce it is the recipient of a 2023 ‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security 
Award from American Security Today (AST) for its CLEARPASS C.I. partial body scanning 
solutions. 

Introducing CLEARPASS C.I., the epitome of cutting-edge security technology:  

LINEV’s CLEARPASS C.I. scanner is a next generation, high throughput, contactless threat 
detection system for concealed electronic, narcotic, and weapons contraband, including both non-
metallic and metallic objects. Two pioneering detection capabilities, DruGuard® narcotics 
detection algorithm and A-EYE full body autodetection, assist security operators with the 
challenging task of identifying internalized “contraband”. LINEV was awarded the PLATINUM 
ASTORS Award in the Best Contraband Detection Solution Category. 

Experience the future of compact security solutions with the CLEARPASS C.I., boasting the 
smallest footprint on the market. Unmatched in compliance, it is not only fully ANSI compliant 
but stands as the exclusive "partial body" scanner according to ANSI standards. 

Take security where you need it – CLEARPASS C.I. is mobile and portable, seamlessly 
transitioning from housing unit to housing unit or between visitation and receiving areas. 

Empowering security personnel, CLEARPASS C.I. incorporates DruGuard4, the industry's sole 
automated drug detection software. Now in its 4th iteration, DruGuard is a sophisticated AI-
powered algorithm aiding operators in swift identification of ingested or inserted narcotics. 

For comprehensive security, CLEARPASS C.I. features full-body AI detection software, 
categorizing and color-coding objects on or in the body into four distinct groups: Blue for 
Electronics, Green for Clothing or Accessories, Orange for Foreign Objects, and Red for 
Threats/Weapons. 

CLEARPASS C.I. is not just a scanner; it's a paradigm shift in security technology, where mobility, 
compliance, and advanced detection capabilities converge for unparalleled protection. 
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AST’s Annual ‘ASTORS’ Awards is the preeminent U.S. Homeland Security Awards Program, 
now in its eighth year, and continues to recognize industry leaders of physical and border security, 
cybersecurity, emergency preparedness – management and response, law enforcement, first 
responders as well as federal, state, and municipal government agencies in the acknowledgment 
of their outstanding efforts to keep our nation secure. 

The ‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security Awards Program is specifically designed to honor 
distinguished government and vendor solutions that deliver enhanced value, benefit, and 
intelligence to end users in a variety of government, homeland security, and public safety vertical 
markets. 

“As the nation continues to respond to escalating threats from home and abroad, the innovative 
solutions being implemented to meet those threats has led to tremendous growth in the field of 
Homeland Security,” said Michael Madsen, co-founder, and publisher of American Security. 

“This is a clear recognition of the enhanced imaging and detection capability of LINEV Systems 
industry leading body scanners.  We are extremely proud of our Texas based operations and the 
development work being done here which has led to this first phase of new product launches,” said 
Scott Ortolani, COO of LINEV Systems US, Inc. “Our company is excited that the CLEARPASS 
C.I. is now commercially available and early deployments are already proving the value that a 
small footprint system with exceptional image quality can have on security operations.” 

In other news, LINEV Systems US, Inc. will attend and exhibit at one of the top-attended 
Corrections security events, ACA Winter Conference in National Harbor, MD January 4-7, 2024.  
where corrections policy makers, administrators, executives, and solution partners engage in the 
open exchange of ideas and information on the most important security issues facing the 
corrections space today. 

For updates and news, please visit the Company website to subscribe to email alerts or follow 
LINEV Systems US, Inc. on social channels. 

For your convenience please view our CLEARPASSC.i Brochure 
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